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Background:
Private equity investor Permira is an innovative and forward thinking

fund that invests into five core sectors, including healthcare.  

In 2014 Permira uncovered an interesting opportunity, to own a

nascent European market segment in healthcare medical imaging

equipment provision. But this came with a big challenge; to initially

and very rapidly combine five owner managed businesses to form

the platform. 

Beginning with the merger of Mesa and Asteral, Permira embarked

on its buy and build strategy to create a European wide group that

would increase imaging performance in hospitals - resulting in

cost-efficiency, vendor independence and a superior end-service

for healthcare providers and, ultimately, patients.

The Pantheon Group was created by Permira following the merger,

and other companies were quickly added to the stable: Polish firm

MVS, Turkish specialist Spintech and American firm ESA were

acquired in the first five months and Italian company ISBL more

recently, taking the group’s reach to twelve countries serving over

600 hospitals with over 15,000 machines. 

However, integrating multiple owner managed businesses based

in several countries was by no means straightforward.  There was

no central finance function, no consolidated group financial

information, no synergy in finance systems, multi-currency

invoicing and cash considerations.

The challenge:
Post-investment, Permira needed to very

quickly develop group-wide visibility for

businesses that all operated with different

systems at differing levels of sophistication.

They needed accurate management

information, a uniform approach to cash

control and the speedy implementation of

robust, group-wide processes and systems.  

A search was already underway for a

permanent CFO, but Permira needed to

inject pace into the change process. The

job of transforming several different entities

into one group had to start immediately

rather than in the six – nine months it may

take for the right permanent candidate to

come on board.

Permira contacted Marble Hill Partners in

order to facilitate the deployment of an

interim CFO change specialist with previous

experience of merging companies. They

needed a hands-on, private equity

experienced, commercial and international

finance director who could very quickly get

to grips with the data and produce accurate

consolidated management information.

The interim would also be responsible for

beginning financial and group systems

implementation, looking to right size the

finance function for continued acquisitive

growth in Europe. Experience of multi-

currency was necessary, and the interim

would need to be internationally mobile

within Europe.
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The process:
Our elite interim network is a group of highly skilled,
talented people adept at orchestrating change and
business transformation programmes for private equity
backed businesses. To qualify, several criteria need to be
met alongside a stellar professional background:

• We have personally met and rigorously referenced them;
we know they will deliver

• Either we have previously worked with them, or they will
have worked for an investor, Chairman or CEO that we
know well 

• Extensive private equity experience; they have faced
similar situations before many times, are comfortable
working with investors and know what they are 
looking for 

• They are a professional, career interim; they know how to
deliver change and what will make an instant, and long-
lasting, impact 

Leveraging our elite interim network, we were able to put
forward a number of suitable candidates within 24 hours.
One of these was David Mezher, highly recommended by a
Chairman we’ve worked with many times.  

With a strong track record as a CFO, COO and CEO, David
has led the process of integrating various owner managed
‘siloed’ businesses in the past. Transforming a business to
private equity ownership, strong international experience,
working with various debt structures and managing multiple
stakeholders are all areas in which David has a wealth of
experience.  

After facilitating the introductory meetings with Permira,
David started within a week, remaining at the business for
seven months, three of which crossed over with the new
permanent CFO.

The candidate’s perspective:
During his assignment, David sat on the main board,
managed investor relations with Permira and the business’
relationship with four senior banks, and took responsibility
for the finance function across all entities.

‘There was limited group infrastructure initially; even group
email was a challenge at first! The biggest hurdle was
getting all of the different entity finance teams to work as a
cohesive group finance function – people in different
companies, in different countries, speaking different
languages.’

Almost every aspect of the finance function required
attention. David quickly recruited additional support into the
team to ‘beef up the central finance function’, and within six
weeks, he’d formally restructured the team, relaunching it
as a group function to the business.

David had to hit the ground running. He produced
consolidated figures for the banks and investors for the first
time, within two weeks of joining. He standardized reporting
formats, implemented a robust financial consolidation
process, began working capital planning and appointed
auditors and tax advisors. He also oversaw the initiation of
the budget and strategic planning process and models for
the forthcoming financial years.

The outcome:
During David’s time with the business, other
acquisitions to the group were planned, and a
second round of bank funding kicked off.  

‘It would have been extremely difficult to secure the
next round of bank debt without the radical overhaul
of group financial reporting, management
information and budget models that the team and I
produced.’

Cost cutting benefits were made across the group,
with one project on tax structuring for the group
netting savings on deal fees of around £500k.  

However, as David says, the biggest impact was in
the creation of accurate, meaningful information for
the board and investors.

‘The biggest benefit was visibility and control; the
ability of all stakeholders to understand what was,
and wasn’t driving profitability; enabling the business
to understand what was working, where the issues
were and to put actions in place accordingly.’ 
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